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Burglary
Commercial

18-111113

Old Kings Road
(Bowling Alley)

Stolen Vehicle

Lamar Lane

18-111120

Car Breaks

18-111156

BOLO (Bank
Robbery)

18-111220

I-95

Narcotics

18-111178

Canal Avenue

At approximately 0540 hours Deputy was driving on Old Kings Road he heard an
audible alarm in the area and found it to be coming from Palm Coast Lanes. While
entering the parking lot, deputies observed the glass on the door located in the
north east corner of the business broken and the door slightly opened.
Surveillance footage captures unknown male unplug two Merit Mega Touch
Gaming Systems and he is seen taking them. Gaming systems valued at $3000.00
each and approximately $800.00 in cash between both.
V1 stated he parked his silver 1999, Toyota Camry, bearing Florida tag 17NNV, in
his driveway at approximately 9:30 pm, November 25, 2018. At approximately
6:30 am, November 26, 2018, when V1 walked out to his driveway he noticed his
vehicle missing. Vehicle entered stolen.
Multiple car breaks on Lamar Lane, Lamont Lane, Laramie Drive, Luther Drive and
Barrington Lane, that occurred overnight, surveillance video was captured where a
smaller light color SUV was a possible suspect vehicle. Earlier in the morning a
notification was conducted at Luther Drive Lane where a wallet was found inside a
stolen silver Chevrolet Equinox recovered in Ormond Beach and a couple of
subjects were apprehended. The SUV matched the vehicle seen on the
surveillance video.
Ormond Beach PD advised of a bank robbery by serial bank robber S1. Deputies
located the suspect vehicle on I-95 and S1 was secured and arrested for several
robbery and grand theft warrants. OBPD and SJSO notified and responded to
interview the suspect and the driver of the vehicle S2 who was also arrested for
DWLS.
Deputy observed S1 operating a minibike and performed a traffic stop on him due
to him not having a driver’s license. S1 was subsequently arrested for felony
DWLS, operating an unregistered motor vehicle, no motorcycle endorsement,
possession of methamphetamine, possession of cannabis and possession of drug
paraphernalia.
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